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Farmer
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
Farmers are the beginning of the ‘paddock to plate’ story— 
we are the start. Without farmers there are no products to 
sell, process, transport or eat! 

What are some important skills? 
Farmers need to have a whole range of skills. We 

need to have a really good understanding of how the 
different parts of the growing cycle work together. I 
monitor the health of soil, take regular soil tests, and have 
my agronomist come and advise me when I am unsure. 
I spend a lot of time monitoring the health of the crops 
and we run a few sheep here. I need to understand sheep 
nutrition requirements, and look after the sheep to make 
sure they are healthy. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
On our property we grow mostly crops, pulses 

and grains, so our important tools are our machinery. We 
have tractors, a header, an air seeder and a boom spray 
but people are our most valuable asset. We have a few 
casual staff members to help us complete the sowing and 
harvesting. We also have people come and help with some 
of the sheep work including shearing. 

Where do you live? 
Here, on the farm. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
I get to live and work with my family in a place I 

love every day. Some days are hard, and some seasons 
are harder when the weather isn’t in our favour. But most 
of the time farming is a very rewarding occupation and 
lifestyle. 

What training have you had? 
I grew up here on the farm and Mum and Dad 

taught me everything there is to know about the business 
and what we do. I also completed a Diploma of Agriculture 
online through Tocal College and that has given me the 
confidence to change a few farm management practices 
that I wanted to do differently. You learn something new 
every day on a farm! 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
I will be here. Farming might have changed but I will 

still love it. 
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Contract harvester 

How does your role support primary industries? 
A lot of farming equipment is very expensive and farmers 
can’t always afford to own all the different pieces of 
machinery especially when some of it is only used once or 
twice a year at sowing or harvest. They employ us to take 
our machines to those properties and do that work for 
them. 

What skills are important? 
It can be a bit stressful around harvest if everyone 

needs their crops off at the same time, so it is important to 
have strong communication skills and be able to negotiate 
with people. Some days we do really long hours so it is 
important to take regular breaks. We have many regular 
drivers so we can swap and work in shifts. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
My beautiful big header is my favourite piece of 

machinery. We keep it well maintained so it is ready to do 
the long hours during harvest. 

Where do you live? 
I have a small farm right in the middle of the local 

growing area. I live nice and close to all the farms I do 
contract work on. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
I have always enjoyed operating the machines 

and these new ones are great to drive! I also like that my 
job means that I can spend a lot of the year on my own 
property and working on my farm. 

What training have you had? 
I grew up in a big town but I knew I wanted to 

work on farms when I left school so I did a Certificate III in 
Agriculture. This gave me a lot of practical experience and 
I made the most of any opportunities that I got. Eventually 
my husband and I saved up enough money to buy our 
own place. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
I hope to retire from contracting in about 6 years, 

but I will still live on and run the farm. 
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Grain Transport Driver
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
I pick up the grain from growers and deliver it to the 
storage and distribution centres. I also cart fertiliser and 
seed, and other things the farmers need. 

What skills are important? 
I need a special type of licence to drive a semi

trailer, called a Heavy Rigid licence. It is also important 
to be able to manage your time and your business, so I 
need to use maths to estimate distances and time. Good 
communication with customers is also super important. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
My truck! I look after my truck by doing all the 

maintenance and servicing that is recommended and I 
understand how it runs so I can tell if there is something 
wrong. I also need to have a mobile phone and a computer 
so I can keep in touch with my customers and organise my 
paper work. 

Where do you live? 
I live in a large town between the main growing 

region and the capital city where the grain is stored. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
I like being on the road and getting around to lots 

of different areas. The farmers I meet are great! They love 
their farms and are usually happy to share their stories. 
I take a lot of pride in doing my job well. And there is 
always something different to cart! Today it was chickpeas 
and tomorrow I have a load of mung beans to cart. 

What training have you had? 
To earn a Heavy Rigid licence you have to start from 

a car licence and gradually work up through the smaller 
trucks. I have also completed a business management 
course through our local community college, and that 
really helps me ensure my business is profitable and that I 
can keep driving. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
In my truck! There is no where else I want to be. 
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Processing Plant Manager
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
We buy pulses and grains from Australian growers and 
package them for sale through supermarkets and stores 
throughout the country. We buy some grains from 
overseas (ones that are not grown in Australia) and we 
package and sell those too. 

What skills are important? 
Managing a big plant like this requires really good 

skills in communicating and working with people. We have 
lots of staff here that do lots of different jobs, from working 
on the processing and packing lines, to maintenance staff 
and transport staff. I need to make sure there are systems 
in place that keep staff safe and satisfied in their jobs. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
I work on the computer a lot. Most of my 

communication with suppliers and distributors is by email 
these days so you will usually find me either on the phone 
or at my desk. 

Where do you live? 
In live in the same town as the plant, which is 

located in a regional centre. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
A lot of local families depend on our plant for their 

income so I am very proud that if I do my job well it helps 
all those people and the community. I know all my staff 
and we get together regularly to celebrate our business 
successes. 

What training have you had? 
My first job was working here on the processing line. 

I now have a degree in business. In a job like this it helps to 
understand the industry, so I visit our farmers regularly and 
attend conferences and training so I stay up-to-date with 
the industry. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
I plan to be here still although the industry is 

changing so fast the plant will probably have changed. 
I think this is really exciting and I am keen to see how it 
changes in the next 10 years. 
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Grains trader
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
Grain is bought and sold between companies and 
countries around the world. My job is to ensure the flow 
of grain from producer to consumer continues. The price 
paid in international grain trades is affected by the amount 
of grain available (supply) and the amount of grain needed 
(demand). It can also be affected by weather, politics and 
currencies. 

What skills are important? 
I need to be able to understand the grain trading 

reports that we get each day. These reports tell us what 
is happening in international markets and the trends in 
grain trading. It is also helpful to understand and follow 
the things that affect supply and demand like weather and 
international politics. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
The internet is key to my job as I am constantly in 

contact with people from around the world. 

Where do you live? 
I live in a capital city. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
I have always enjoyed maths, which I use everyday in 

my job so that I can understand the trends in international 
trading. It’s good to be working at something I am good at, 
and I really enjoy looking at the trends over the years and 
seeing how things change through history. 

What training have you had? 
I completed a Bachelor of Agriculture majoring 

in Agricultural Economics. My favourite subject was 
Agricultural and Resource Economics. I decided to do my 
industry placement here, and loved it so much I applied for 
a graduate position with the company. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
Hopefully I will still be doing this job and doing it well! 
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Chef
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
I love using beautiful, fresh Australian produce in the dishes 
I serve in my restaurant. Sometimes, people can’t see the 
possibilities in food until they try it in a dish that someone 
else has prepared. 

What are some important skills? 
You really do have to understand and love food to 

be able to prepare original dishes. I also need to be able to 
plan ahead to make sure I have everything I need to deliver 
high quality food every night, and that includes having a 
dedicated and hardworking team.  

What are the main tools of the trade? 
We have a really well-fitted-out kitchen and I don’t 

think there is anything in here that I could do without. 
The food industry is constantly changing and I love 
experimenting with new ideas, tools and techniques. 

Where do you live? 
I live in a suburb not far from the restaurant. I do very 

long hours so I can’t live too far away. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
I love that I can experiment and use my imagination 

when planning a new dish. People are always willing to 
test a new dish for me and sometimes I tweak it a bit 
depending on what they think. 

What training have you had? 
I am a qualified chef, so I did a four-year 

apprenticeship at a local restaurant. I also do lots of extra 
training in my time off to make sure that I understand the 
ingredients that I am working with. This includes visiting 
lots of other restaurants and talking to other chefs. I also 
love visiting producers and farmers’ markets so I can learn 
first hand about the produce and how it is grown. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
Right here in the kitchen. 
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Research Agronomist
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
My research helps primary industries to be the most 
efficient and productive that they can be. I run different 
trials around the state to look at different growing 
conditions and crops. I work with a number of different 
industries to make sure that growers have access to local 
information that is relevant to their farms. In some trials I 
am looking at the pests and diseases of crops. Some trials 
are about soil health and moisture requirements. Others 
are about different crop varieties and the growing season. 

What are some important skills? 
It’s important to be able to plan and conduct 

research trials making sure the science behind the trial is 
robust. It is also important to be able to communicate my 
research findings, so I need to be able to write scientifically. 
Public speaking is important as sometimes I present my 
papers at conferences, which isn’t my favourite thing to do, 
but I am getting better at it! 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
The most important thing I need is space or land to 

conduct my trials. Sometimes that is on a research station 
run by the government, sometimes it is on a farmer’s 

property, and sometimes my trials are in a greenhouse. 
I also need to record and analyse the information I have 
collected, so I use measuring tools, weather stations and I 
couldn’t do without my computer! 

Where do you live? 
I live in a small town not far from the research station. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
I love working outdoors and reporting on the 

research knowing that it will help our growers make 
decisions about their farming systems. I love how varied 
the work is and I get to travel across a lot of the state, 
which is great! 

What training have you had? 
I have a Bachelor of Science from university. I like to 

attend industry conferences and university seminars so I 
can learn about other research trials and what the industry 
is looking for in our work. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
I think I will still be researching but our 

understanding of primary industries is changing with every 
study so I couldn’t even guess what the trials will be about! 
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Agronomist
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
I provide information and advice to growers on crops and 
pastures. It’s my job to stay up-to-date on research and 
developments in the industry and to pass that advice 
on to growers. I also help them to understand and make 
decisions about managing their soil health, crops and 
pastures. 

What are some important skills? 
I spend a lot of time reading new research and 

reports. I also talk to the fertiliser and seed companies to 
make sure I understand the developments in their industry 
and the new products they offer. I need to be able to 
identify the growing stages of different crops, pastures 
and weeds, as well as common pests and diseases of those 
plants, so I can advise my clients on the best management 
practices for their situations. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
My phone, my computer and my car. I am on the 

road a lot visiting farmers and companies that produce 

fertilisers and herbicides. I keep in touch with the research 
stations and how their trials are going. I am subscribed to 
a lot of industry newsletters and magazines so I spend a 
lot of time reading and learning about new research and 
findings. 

Where do you live? 
I live on a farm just outside town. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
I love the contact with people and knowing that my 

job helps farmers to manage their businesses. 

What training have you had? 
I have a Bachelor of Agricultural Science from 

university and all the reading and researching that I do is 
like ongoing training. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
I will still be an agronomist but I will probably be 

working for a different company. 
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Rural merchandise store worker
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
We supply the farming community with everything 
needed to run a farm. We also have an agronomist to 
provide advice about growing crops and pastures. 

What skills are important? 
I need to understand local industries and growing 

conditions. I deal with a lot of different people so it is 
good to be able to spend time and get to know growers 
and contractors in our local area. We stock a huge range 
of supplies, from fencing materials and livestock feeds to 
technologies like drones. This variety means I need to have 
a really good understanding of everything we stock and be 
able to recommend the right product for the job. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
My phone and computer are really important, so we 

can access lots of information online to help farmers make 
decisions and to find a particular tool or a soil testing lab. 

Where do you live? 
I live here in town. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
When I get to go and visit farmers and get to know 

their properties. 

What training have you had? 
I did work experience here and then had some after-

school work. I have had a lot of training through the store 
in things like safe handling of chemicals. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
I hope to be managing one of the stores. 
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Laboratory technician
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
The success of most agricultural industries depends on 
the health of the soil and the plants. My job is to test the 
soil samples that farmers send in. The results help them to 
make decisions about whether they need to add fertiliser 
or other supplements to their soil. We sometimes also test 
plants to help make decisions on plant nutrition, growing 
conditions or requirements. 

What skills are important? 
I need to be methodical and consistent in handling 

the samples, doing the tests and reporting on the results. It 
is also important to know the procedure for lots of different 
tests and be able to follow instructions to ensure the tests 
we complete are accurate 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
We have a laboratory with equipment for all the 

different tests we do and use computers to analyse and 
report on the results. 

Where do you live? 
I live in a large regional centre. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
There is a very specific process for each test and I 

like to follow the procedure. I am proud to do my work 
well. I really like seeing how the soil changes over the 
years. Some farmers do soil tests in their paddocks every 
year to see what nutrients their soils might need added to 
be more productive, and I like seeing how soil health can 
improve over time. 

What training have you had? 
I have a Bachelor of Science majoring in Chemistry. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
Managing the lab. 
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Agriculture teacher
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
It’s really important that people understand and 
appreciate agriculture so I try to get students enthusiastic 
about agriculture and then encourage them to choose 
agriculture as a subject later in school. 

What skills are important? 
Enthusiasm! If I am not enthusiastic about 

agriculture I can’t expect my students to be. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
The ag plot in the school is where we do a lot of 

our teaching. It is really important for me to have lots of 
up-to-date industry information that I can share with my 
students and answer their questions. We have a group of 
local farmers that are really supportive of the agricultural 
program we have here at the school. 

Where do you live? 
I live in town near the school. I love being able to 

walk to school each day. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
When I have a group of students who really love 

agriculture and look forward to the work that we do and 
the projects that we run. We often take our school stud 
cattle or sheep to local shows and it is great to see the 
pride the students have in their animals. 

What training have you had? 
I did a Diploma of Agriculture at a vocational college 

when I left school and then studied teaching. My cousins 
lived on a farm when I was growing up and I used to visit 
them a lot, which is how I first got interested in agriculture. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
Teaching agriculture. I would love to see our school 

ag plot expand and have more students involved. 
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Pulse chemist
 
How does your role support primary industries? 
My research helps the pulse industry by improving our 
understanding of chickpeas and how and where to grow 
them. My work is part of the national chickpea breeding 
program. We aim to increase chickpea production. We 
breed chickpeas that are resistant to disease, that adapt to 
growing conditions in different locations, and that taste 
good to people in India, Europe, the Middle East, America 
and Australia. 

What skills are important? 
I spend a lot of time meeting and talking with 

growers so it is important I can communicate well, in 
person and in writing. I use chemistry a lot and I also need 
to analyse global markets to make sure we are growing 
chickpeas that suit the needs of different consumers. 

What are the main tools of the trade? 
We have a laboratory with specialised equipment for 

all the different tests we do and use computers to analyse 
and report on the results. We also use balances, sieves and 
seed counters for measuring, and a colour meter to decide 

whether the colour of the seed meets the preferences of 
different consumers. 

Where do you live? 
I live in a large regional centre where the lab is 

based. 

What is your favourite part of your job? 
Problem solving is my favourite part of the job: 

working out why something is happening and then 
finding a way to fix it or how to improve the quality of 
our chickpeas so that Australian growers can sell more 
overseas. 

What training have you had? 
I have a Bachelor of Science majoring in Chemistry 

and after that I did 4 years of research and wrote a really 
big report to get a PhD qualification. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
Still doing what I do and hopefully I will be 

recognised as a global chickpea expert! 
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	You really do have to understand and love food to be able to prepare original dishes. I also need to be able to plan ahead to make sure I have everything I need to deliver high quality food every night, and that includes having a dedicated and hardworking team.  
	What are the main tools of the trade? 
	Figure

	We have a really well-fitted-out kitchen and I don’t think there is anything in here that I could do without. The food industry is constantly changing and I love experimenting with new ideas, tools and techniques. 
	Where do you live? 
	Figure

	I live in a suburb not far from the restaurant. I do very long hours so I can’t live too far away. 
	What is your favourite part of your job? 
	Figure

	I love that I can experiment and use my imagination when planning a new dish. People are always willing to test a new dish for me and sometimes I tweak it a bit depending on what they think. 
	What training have you had? 
	Figure

	I am a qualified chef, so I did a four-year apprenticeship at a local restaurant. I also do lots of extra training in my time off to make sure that I understand the ingredients that I am working with. This includes visiting lots of other restaurants and talking to other chefs. I also love visiting producers and farmers’ markets so I can learn first hand about the produce and how it is grown. 
	Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
	Figure

	Right here in the kitchen. 

	Primary industry careers Research Agronomist 

	Research Agronomist. 
	Research Agronomist. 
	Sect
	Figure
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	My research helps primary industries to be the most efficient and productive that they can be. I run different trials around the state to look at different growing conditions and crops. I work with a number of different industries to make sure that growers have access to local information that is relevant to their farms. In some trials I am looking at the pests and diseases of crops. Some trials are about soil health and moisture requirements. Others are about different crop varieties and the growing season
	What are some important skills? 
	Figure

	It’s important to be able to plan and conduct research trials making sure the science behind the trial is robust. It is also important to be able to communicate my research findings, so I need to be able to write scientifically. Public speaking is important as sometimes I present my papers at conferences, which isn’t my favourite thing to do, but I am getting better at it! 
	What are the main tools of the trade? 
	Figure

	The most important thing I need is space or land to conduct my trials. Sometimes that is on a research station run by the government, sometimes it is on a farmer’s 
	The most important thing I need is space or land to conduct my trials. Sometimes that is on a research station run by the government, sometimes it is on a farmer’s 
	property, and sometimes my trials are in a greenhouse. I also need to record and analyse the information I have collected, so I use measuring tools, weather stations and I couldn’t do without my computer! 

	Where do you live? 
	Figure

	I live in a small town not far from the research station. 
	What is your favourite part of your job? 
	I love working outdoors and reporting on the research knowing that it will help our growers make decisions about their farming systems. I love how varied the work is and I get to travel across a lot of the state, which is great! 
	What training have you had? 
	Figure

	I have a Bachelor of Science from university. I like to attend industry conferences and university seminars so I can learn about other research trials and what the industry is looking for in our work. 
	Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
	Figure

	I think I will still be researching but our understanding of primary industries is changing with every study so I couldn’t even guess what the trials will be about! 

	Primary industry careers. 
	Primary industry careers. 
	Agronomist 


	Agronomist. 
	Agronomist. 
	Figure
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	I provide information and advice to growers on crops and pastures. It’s my job to stay up-to-date on research and developments in the industry and to pass that advice on to growers. I also help them to understand and make decisions about managing their soil health, crops and pastures. 
	What are some important skills? 
	Figure

	I spend a lot of time reading new research and reports. I also talk to the fertiliser and seed companies to make sure I understand the developments in their industry and the new products they offer. I need to be able to identify the growing stages of different crops, pastures and weeds, as well as common pests and diseases of those plants, so I can advise my clients on the best management practices for their situations. 
	What are the main tools of the trade? 
	Figure

	My phone, my computer and my car. I am on the road a lot visiting farmers and companies that produce 
	My phone, my computer and my car. I am on the road a lot visiting farmers and companies that produce 
	fertilisers and herbicides. I keep in touch with the research stations and how their trials are going. I am subscribed to a lot of industry newsletters and magazines so I spend a lot of time reading and learning about new research and findings. 

	Where do you live? 
	Figure

	I live on a farm just outside town. 
	What is your favourite part of your job? 
	I love the contact with people and knowing that my job helps farmers to manage their businesses. 
	What training have you had? 
	Figure

	I have a Bachelor of Agricultural Science from university and all the reading and researching that I do is like ongoing training. 
	Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
	Figure

	I will still be an agronomist but I will probably be working for a different company. 

	Primary industry careers Rural merchandise store worker 
	Rural merchandise store worker. 
	Rural merchandise store worker. 
	Figure
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	We supply the farming community with everything needed to run a farm. We also have an agronomist to provide advice about growing crops and pastures. 
	What skills are important? 
	Figure

	I need to understand local industries and growing conditions. I deal with a lot of different people so it is good to be able to spend time and get to know growers and contractors in our local area. We stock a huge range of supplies, from fencing materials and livestock feeds to technologies like drones. This variety means I need to have a really good understanding of everything we stock and be able to recommend the right product for the job. 
	What are the main tools of the trade? 
	Figure

	My phone and computer are really important, so we can access lots of information online to help farmers make decisions and to find a particular tool or a soil testing lab. 
	Where do you live? 
	Figure

	I live here in town. 
	What is your favourite part of your job? 
	When I get to go and visit farmers and get to know their properties. 
	What training have you had? 
	Figure

	I did work experience here and then had some after-school work. I have had a lot of training through the store in things like safe handling of chemicals. 
	Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
	Figure

	I hope to be managing one of the stores. 

	Primary industry careers. 
	Primary industry careers. 
	Laboratory .technician. 



	Laboratory technician. 
	Laboratory technician. 
	Sect
	Figure
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	The success of most agricultural industries depends on the health of the soil and the plants. My job is to test the soil samples that farmers send in. The results help them to make decisions about whether they need to add fertiliser or other supplements to their soil. We sometimes also test plants to help make decisions on plant nutrition, growing conditions or requirements. 
	What skills are important? 
	Figure

	I need to be methodical and consistent in handling the samples, doing the tests and reporting on the results. It is also important to know the procedure for lots of different tests and be able to follow instructions to ensure the tests we complete are accurate 
	What are the main tools of the trade? 
	Figure

	We have a laboratory with equipment for all the different tests we do and use computers to analyse and report on the results. 
	Where do you live? 
	Figure

	I live in a large regional centre. 
	What is your favourite part of your job? 
	There is a very specific process for each test and I like to follow the procedure. I am proud to do my work well. I really like seeing how the soil changes over the years. Some farmers do soil tests in their paddocks every year to see what nutrients their soils might need added to be more productive, and I like seeing how soil health can improve over time. 
	What training have you had? 
	Figure

	I have a Bachelor of Science majoring in Chemistry. 
	Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
	Managing the lab. 

	Primary industry careers 
	Primary industry careers 
	Agriculture teacher. 


	Agriculture teacher. 
	Agriculture teacher. 
	Figure
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	It’s really important that people understand and appreciate agriculture so I try to get students enthusiastic about agriculture and then encourage them to choose agriculture as a subject later in school. 
	What skills are important? 
	Figure

	Enthusiasm! If I am not enthusiastic about agriculture I can’t expect my students to be. 
	What are the main tools of the trade? 
	Figure

	The ag plot in the school is where we do a lot of our teaching. It is really important for me to have lots of up-to-date industry information that I can share with my students and answer their questions. We have a group of local farmers that are really supportive of the agricultural program we have here at the school. 
	Where do you live? 
	Figure

	I live in town near the school. I love being able to walk to school each day. 
	What is your favourite part of your job? 
	Figure

	When I have a group of students who really love agriculture and look forward to the work that we do and the projects that we run. We often take our school stud cattle or sheep to local shows and it is great to see the pride the students have in their animals. 
	What training have you had? 
	Figure

	I did a Diploma of Agriculture at a vocational college when I left school and then studied teaching. My cousins lived on a farm when I was growing up and I used to visit them a lot, which is how I first got interested in agriculture. 
	Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
	Figure

	Teaching agriculture. I would love to see our school ag plot expand and have more students involved. 

	Primary industry careers Pulse chemist 

	Pulse chemist. 
	Pulse chemist. 
	Sect
	Figure
	How does your role support primary industries? 
	My research helps the pulse industry by improving our understanding of chickpeas and how and where to grow them. My work is part of the national chickpea breeding program. We aim to increase chickpea production. We breed chickpeas that are resistant to disease, that adapt to growing conditions in different locations, and that taste good to people in India, Europe, the Middle East, America and Australia. 
	What skills are important? 
	Figure

	I spend a lot of time meeting and talking with growers so it is important I can communicate well, in person and in writing. I use chemistry a lot and I also need to analyse global markets to make sure we are growing chickpeas that suit the needs of different consumers. 
	What are the main tools of the trade? 
	Figure

	We have a laboratory with specialised equipment for all the different tests we do and use computers to analyse and report on the results. We also use balances, sieves and seed counters for measuring, and a colour meter to decide 
	We have a laboratory with specialised equipment for all the different tests we do and use computers to analyse and report on the results. We also use balances, sieves and seed counters for measuring, and a colour meter to decide 
	whether the colour of the seed meets the preferences of different consumers. 

	Where do you live? 
	Figure

	I live in a large regional centre where the lab is based. 
	What is your favourite part of your job? 
	Figure

	Problem solving is my favourite part of the job: working out why something is happening and then finding a way to fix it or how to improve the quality of our chickpeas so that Australian growers can sell more overseas. 
	What training have you had? 
	Figure

	I have a Bachelor of Science majoring in Chemistry and after that I did 4 years of research and wrote a really big report to get a PhD qualification. 
	Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
	Figure

	Still doing what I do and hopefully I will be recognised as a global chickpea expert! 






